Electrostatic properties of single-separated multiwalled carbon nanotubes ͑MWCNTs͒ deposited on a dielectric layer have been investigated by charge injection and electric force microscopy ͑EFM͒ experiments. We found that upon local injection from the biased EFM tip, charges delocalize over the whole nanotube length ͑i.e., 1 -10 m͒, consistent with a capacitive charging of the MWCNT-substrate capacitance. In addition, the insulating layer supporting the nanotubes is shown to act as a charge-sensitive plate for electrons emitted from the MWCNTs at low electric fields, thus allowing the spatial mapping of MWCNT field-emission patterns.
The control of electrostatic properties of carbon nanotubes is of fundamental interest for potential applications such as field-emission electron sources. However, although field emission from single-separated multiwalled carbon nanotubes ͑MWCNTs͒, or arrays of MWCNTs ͑Refs. 1 and 2͒, were reported nearly one decade ago, 3 the understanding of the MWCNT field-emission processes from their atomic structure is still in progress both from a theoretical 4 and experimental point of view. 5 In this letter, we investigate the electrostatic properties of single-separated MWCNTs by charge injection and electric force microscopy ͑EFM͒ experiments. 6 We found that upon local injection from the biased EFM tip, excess charges delocalize over the whole nanotube length ͑i.e., 1 -10 m͒, consistent with a capacitive charging of the MWCNT-substrate capacitance. However, for nanotubes with smaller diameters, drastic changes are observed in their electrostatic properties, with the occurrence of abrupt discharging behaviors. In addition, the dielectric layer supporting the nanotubes is shown to act as an efficient trap for the electrons emitted from the MWCNTs, thus allowing the spatial mapping of MWCNT field emission patterns.
MWCNTs were grown by chemical vapor deposition using Ni particles as catalysts. 7 After a nitric acid treatment to separate the metal particles from the grown MWCNTs, purified nanotubes in powder form were immersed in dichloromethane, ultrasonically agitated for a few hours, and then dispersed by spin coating on substrates. Typical transmission electron microscopy micrographs of the MWCNTs are given in Figs. 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒ , showing the organization of the graphene sheets and typical MWCNT cap shapes. For electrical characterization purposes, nanotubes were dispersed onto a thin ͑200 nm͒ thermal oxide layer on a silicon wafer with resistivity 0.01 ⍀ cm ͑later also used for the EFM experiments͒. Electrical contacts were achieved on singleseparated MWCNTs using a dual ion-and electron-beam microscope ͑FEI Strata DB 235͒, and by directly writing Pt contacts on top of a given MWCNT ͑Ref. 8͒ ͓see Fig.  1͑c͔͒ . The ohmic behavior of contacted MWCNTs at 300 K was checked using two and four-probe measurements ͓see Charge injection and EFM experiments were performed at 300 K under dry nitrogen atmosphere with a Nanoscope IIIa microscope ͑Veeco͒. We used PtIr-coated cantilevers with frequency ϳ60 kHz and spring constant ϳ2-5 N/m. Charge injection is achieved by pressing the EFM tip biased at V inj -with respect to the silicon substrate-with a typical 2 nN contact force on a given nanotube for a few minutes ͑see Fig. 2 , inset͒. The resulting transfer of charges along the nanotubes is then characterized by EFM, in which electric force gradients acting on the tip biased at V EFM shift the EFM cantilever frequency. 6 In practice, the acquisition of EFM data is interleaved line by line during the sample topography imaging where the tip is grounded. Experiments are illustrated in Fig. 2 for a nanotube with ϳ30 nm diameter ͓see Fig. 2͑a͒ for the topography image͔. In EFM images, MWCNTs are always observed prior to injection as a dark feature ͑negative frequency shift͒ ͓Fig. 2͑b͒, V EFM =−2 V͔. This signal accounts for the local increase of the tip-substrate capacitance when the EFM tip is moved over MWCNTs and is proportional to −V EFM 2 . 6 After the charge injection ͑here using V inj = −3 V for 2 min͒, the nanotube EFM image ͓Fig. 2͑c͒, V EFM =−2 V͔ exhibits a bright contrast corresponding to a positive frequency shift. This is due to the interaction between the MWCNT charge Q NT and capacitive charges at the tip apex ͑which here dominates over capacitive effects͒. Since this charge frequency shift varies as Q NT * V EFM , the positive feature observed in Fig. 2͑c͒ demonstrates that Q NT Ͻ 0, i.e., there is a storage of electrons along the nanotube. No discharge could be observed upon continuous scanning for 10 h for the MWCNT of Fig. 2 .
The delocalization of excess charges over microns upon local injection from the EFM tip apex is a consequence of the conductive nature of the MWCNT and attributed to the charging of the MWCNT-substrate capacitor. This is supported by the 300 K metallic behavior of the MWCNTs at low bias ͓see Fig. 1͑d͔͒ , enabling the delocalization of injected charges. Also, preliminary Q NT ͑V inj ͒ spectroscopic measurements indicate an overall general linear behavior, which is consistent with a capacitive charging of the MWCNTs. 9 Using a model derived from Ref. 6 , we estimated from EFM experiments the linear density of the charged MWCNT: ͉͉ϳ20-50 e / m. This value is then compared to the prediction of a pure capacitive model, taking C / L =2 0 /ln͑2d / r 0 ͒ for the linear capacitance of a cylindrical metal wire of radius r 0 separated in air by a distance d from a metal plane ͑with here r 0 Ӷ d͒. We obtain ͉͉ ϳ 300 e / m for an injection bias ͉V inj ͉ =3 V, d = 200 nm, and r 0 = 15 nm. The discrepancy between the estimation and experimental values is likely to originate in the very details of the MWCNT charging mechanisms. Such a description falls by far beyond the scope of this letter.
We now report on the change of electrostatic properties observed for smaller nanotubes. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 , showing the topography image of a ϳ 15 m long MWCNT ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒, and exhibiting two different diameters around its two caps, i.e., 18 nm and 30 nm, respectively, for the upper and lower cap regions labelled ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒. A charge injection experiment ͑V inj =−6 V,2 min͒ was performed in the vicinity of cap ͑i͒ ͑local nanotube diameter ϳ18 nm͒. In Fig. 3͑b͒ , the EFM image after charge injection is scanned from top to bottom ͑V EFM =−2 V,20 min͒ scan duration͒. The bright feature associated with negative stored charge is seen to disappear at midscan within a few scan lines, leaving the nanotube uncharged on the surface, as seen from its corresponding dark EFM feature after discharge ͓Fig. 3͑b͒, bottom͔. To demonstrate that the abrupt discharge is associated with a specific point of the MWCNT, the charging experiment was repeated at the same injection point, and the EFM detection was performed in similar conditions apart from the scan direction set from bottom to top in Fig. 3͑b͒ . This also revealed an abrupt discharge at the same nanotube point. From the small amount of negative charges left on the oxide after the discharge ͓faint bright halo surrounding the nanotube in Fig.  3͑b͒ , bottom, or in Fig. 3͑c͒ , top͔, we conclude that the electrons initially stored in the MWCNT have been emitted from the nanotube to the grounded tip apex during the topography imaging. A possible explanation for the abrupt discharge points observed along the MWCNTs with smaller diameters would correspond to the presence of structural defects enhancing the field emission of electrons from the nanotube to the tip apex during the topography imaging. This is, first of all, supported by the disordered structure of graphene sheets along the nanotubes ͓see Figs. 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͔͒ . Also, in all our measurements, abrupt discharges could be observed either along the MWCNTs, but also at the nanotube caps as well, and in any case only for local nanotube diameters smaller The local nanotube diameter is, respectively, 18 and 30 nm in the vicinity of its two caps labelled ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒. ͑b͒ and ͑c͒ EFM scans ͑V EFM =−2 V, 20 Hz color scale, 20 min acquisition time͒ after charge injection experiments ͑V inj =−6 V,2 min͒. The injections in ͑b͒ and ͑c͒ were performed at the point indicated by the arrow. Scans were acquired from top to bottom in ͑b͒ and from bottom to top in ͑c͒, showing that the abrupt discharge is related to a specific point of the MWCNT. The dashed line is a guide for the eye for the correspondence between the two EFM images.
that 25 nm. This shows that the emission is enhanced for smaller diameters, thus discarding any potential discharging mechanism mediated by external dirt on the nanotube side and caps, and supporting rather a field-emission mechanism for the discharge. This is further confirmed by the electron emission properties observed at the MWCNT caps. We first discuss the cap ͑i͒ following the charging/discharging experiments reported in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4͑a͒ , the vicinity of the cap ͑i͒ is displayed after the charging/discharging experiments of Figs. 3͑b͒ and 3͑c͒. The nanotube appears as a dark feature in Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ demonstrating its neutral character after the experiments of Fig. 3 . However, as seen from Fig. 4͑b͒ , it is surrounded by a slightly bright halo after the charging/discharging experiments, corresponding to negative charges emitted from the nanotube to the oxide surface. At the nanotube cap ͓the dashed line in Fig. 4͑a͒ is a guide to the eye͔, the electron emission is found to be dramatically enhanced over ϳ500 nm along the nanotube axis, with an opening half angle less than 5°. 10 The oxide layer appears as a practical charge-sensitive plate for the emission processes, since the emission pattern is typically unchanged after 14 h continuous scanning, as seen from Fig. 4͑b͒ . From the electron emission enhancement along the nanotube, and the high anisotropy of the observed emission patterns, we deduce that the local field created at the nanotube cap is the driving force for the emission process. However, one cannot strictly speaking distinguish between a mechanism where charges are directly field emitted onto the oxide surface, and a two-step mechanism, where charge emission occurs in the vicinity of the tip cap in combination with a migration of emitted charges on the oxide due to the electric field at the cap of the charged MWCNT. However, such a charge migration can obviously only be efficient provided the nanotube is still charged. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4͑b͒ , where the lateral resolution of the charge emission pattern is unchanged compared to Fig.  4͑a͒ after 14 h of continuous scanning. More quantitatively, considering the tip injection voltage V inj = −6 V and the 200 nm thickness of the SiO 2 layer, one can estimate a 0.03 V / nm average electric field between the nanotube and the substrate. Emission at low field would, therefore, occur for a MWCNT with field enhancement factor of the order of ϳ100, which is likely for a MWCNT with diameter ϳ18 nm. 11 However, such a few V/nm local electric field is sufficient to induce an enhanced charge migration in the SiO 2 layer along the nanotube, suggesting that field emission and electric-field induced transport in the oxide layer probably combine during the discharge to lead to the electron emission patterns observed in Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ .
Finally, the same nanotube was scanned after charge injection ͓Fig. 4͑c͔͒ around its second cap ͑ii͒ with a diameter of 30 nm. No abrupt discharge was observed during scanning, either along the nanotube or directly at the cap. Consequently, the negatively charged nanotube cap leads to the bright EFM feature observed in Fig. 4͑c͒ . No enhanced electron emission could be observed beyond the nanotube cap, in contrast with Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ . This underlines the correlation between the abrupt discharge behavior and the enhanced electron emission patterns on the oxide surface, together with the nanotube cap and diameter size.
In conclusion, we investigated the charging and emission effects of MWCNTs by EFM. The charge delocalization is consistent with an injection mechanism based on the charging of the MWCNT-substrate capacitance. We found that MWCNTs with smaller diameters exhibit abrupt discharging and enhanced electron emission properties. These results appear very promising to study experimentally the spatial fieldemission properties of model systems, such as single or double-walled carbon nanotubes.
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